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The processes leading to the population inversion are investigated in a recombining hydrogen
plasma which is interacting with a cool and dense neutral hydrogen gas by using the rate
equations on the basis of a collisional-radiative (CR) model and the energy equations for
electrons, ions and neutral particles. The quasi-steady state (QSS) approximation is used only for
the levels i lying above a certain level /* which is not the first excited level. The calculations have
shown that the quasi-steady state cannot be realized while intense energy-flows due to the
collisional processes exist between different kinds of the particles such as the electrons and the
ions in the plasma, and that the population inversion is realized only in the quasi-steady state
following the transient phase. The effects of the initial conditions of the hydrogen plasma and of
the introduced neutral hydrogen gas on the overpopulation density are also discussed.
1. Introduction
Recombining plasmas in which the population
inversion is generated have been already recognized
by Gudzenko and Shelepin [1] to be promising as a
laser-acting medium.
The quasi-steady state (QSS) assumption for all
excited levels has been widely used in most theo
retical investigations on population inversion and
laser oscillation [2-6], The mechanism generating
the population inversion between the lower lying
levels in QSS is explained as follows: The upper one
of the two levels of interest is populated mainly due
to cascade collisional decay from the higher excited
levels where the electrons are captured by the threebody recombination, and the lower one is signifi
cantly depopulated by the radiative deexcitation.
The region of the plasma parameters for gener
ating the population inversion of the recombining
plasma in QSS has been investigated by Bohn [7]
and Furukane et al. [8-10], For these recombining
plasmas, the plasma conditions to obtain the high
gains necessary for the laser oscillation have been
also discussed by Bohn [7] and by Oda and Furu
kane [11],
Experimental investigations have been reported
for generating population inversions between ex
cited states of the hydrogen atom and hydrogen-like
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ions in recombining plasmas and laser oscillations
based on the population inversions: Hoffman and
Bohn [12] observed population inversion between
levels with principal quantum numbers j = 3 and 5
of the hydrogen atom during the plasma recombina
tion phase in an expansion-flow-system. The laser
oscillations were reported to occur in the expanding
plasmas for an Arlll line (Campbell et al. [2]), and
also for the Fx line of the hydrogen atom (Hara et al.
[3]). n the other hand. Sato et al. [5] investigated a
stationary population inversion between low lying
levels of He+ in the TPD-I magnetically confined re
combining plasma column which was interacting with
neutral helium gas without any expansion. TPD-I is
a quiescent high-density plasma source. It consists
basically of two parts, namely, the discharge region
with the cathode at the center of the cusped
magnetic field and the plasma column region with
the axial magnetic field. The details have already
been published [13]. Since the charged particle
density in the column does not decrease along the
axis as in the expanding plasma, there is the
possibility of obtaining a higher gain and a VUV
laser oscillation. Moreover, the TPD-I plasma is
superior to the expanding plasma in that the plasma
parameters are easily controlled and reproducible,
and even one-dimensional consideration on the
basis of the CR model can yield good theoretical
predictions. The cooling rate of the TPD-I recom
bining plasma which is interacting with cool and
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dense neutral gas is expected to be much greater,
since the relevant collisional cross sections are very
large. This makes QSS approximation unsuitable
for investigating the cooling processes.
In the present paper, our purpose is to investigate
the cooling process of the TPD-I plasma, as pre
viously stated, by using the rate equations on the
basis of a CR model without the quasi-steady state
approximation and thereby to elucidate the pro
cesses leading to the population inversion. The
energy equations for the electrons, ions and atoms in
the plasma are also jointly used. We make a
simplified model of a recombining plasma in TPD-I
as follows: low temperature and high density gas of
hydrogen atoms is mixed with a cylindrical hydro
gen plasma of high electron temperature. Radial
distributions of the charged particles and the
neutral atoms are all assumed to be of bell-shaped
form with a mean radius of 0.84 cm [14].
We present numerical results calculated on the
center axis of the plasma, and demonstrate the
processes yielding the population inversion in the
hydrogen plasma. We also discuss the effects of the
initial conditions of the plasma and the introduced
neutral gas on the overpopulation density [11]
obtained.
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The rate equation for the population density n, of
H, (1 ^ / ^ 20) is given by [10]:
(1)
dn,
= Z (ay + >h a'ij) n, + (ö, + /I, ö'i), 1 ^ / ^ 20
la
Here, the maximum quantum number is chosen to
be 20 as by Cacciatore and Capitelli [15]. The coef
ficients Oij and <5, are given in terms of the radiative
transition probability Ajj ( /< /) and the optical
escape factors Ay, A, and the rate coefficients for
electron collisional ionization K,c and recombina
tion Kci, electron collisional excitation C,y (/ < j)
and deexcitation /•},■ (/' < /) and radiative recombi
nation /?, as follows:
cijj = neCjj for i > j ,
aa = - ne (Kic + X Cy + Z Fij) ~ Z Aj<Aji ,
./>'
./<'
j<i
(til = Ail Ajj + ne Fji for i < j ,
Öj = n\ (ne KCj + Ajßi).
The coefficients a'jj and d\ are given by the rate
coefficients for atomic collisional ionization K% and
recombination KQ
Qi, atomic collisional excitation
C/} (/' < j) and deexcitation F® (i < j) as follows:
a)/ =

for /> ./',

2. Basic equation

j>i

The elastic collisional processes are considered for
collisions between electrons and atoms, electrons
and ions, and atoms and ions. The inelastic colli
sional and radiative processes considered here are
as follows:
(a)

H, + e <=* H* + e (k > i ) ,

(b)

H, + e <=* H+ + e + e ,

(c)

H+ + e -»• H, + h v,

(d)

H, + N +± H* + N

(e)

H,- + N <=* H+ + e + N ,

(0

H*

H, + h V (k > i),

(g)

H, + h v

H, (/> 2),

(k > i),

where H, denotes an excited hydrogen atom in
level /, H+ an ionized hydrogen atom, e an electron,
N a hydrogen atom in the ground state, and h v a
photon. Let the plasma flow along the z axis be
constant with a speed of r 0. We consider a cod
8
a
ordinate fixed to the flow, i.e., — = — + vqdz
dt dt

j <i

a'ij = Ffj for i < / ,
Ö, = n\ K l,.
In Eq. (1) the term for the excited particle flux in
radial direction can be neglected because of the
small relaxation length of the excited states [5, 16].
In the neighbourhood of the center axis of the
plasma, the radial distribution of the electron
density and temperature have been observed to be
almost flat in the neighbourhood of the center axis
as is shown in Fig. 7 of [13], Thus, the ground state
particle flux in radial direction can be neglected in
the neighbourhood of the center axis of the plasma
column.
The electron density ne is given by
20 d/z,
dn
— =- z — •
(2)
dt
dt
We use the following energy equation:
— ( j n2T1) = R2+ Q 7l,

(3)
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where the terms of spatial divergence are neglected
as in (1). and 2>n%TJ2 denotes the thermal energy,
the suffix t. represents a species of the particles; e, i
and a indicate electron, ion and atom, respectively.
However, to avoid confusion, we use the notation n+
for the ion density. Here.
denotes the rate of
increase of the thermal energy due to the elastic
collisions and Qy denotes that due to the inelastic
collisions. Detailed descriptions of (3) are given in
Appendix A.
The optical escape factors A\j (j ^ 2) for the lines
(assuming Doppler profiles for the Lyman series)
are calculated simultaneously with (1). (2), and (3)
in the manner described in a previous paper [10].
All the other optical escape factors A,j (/' ^ 2, for
all /') are put equal to unity; that is, the plasma is
considered to be optically thin except for the Lyman
series.
As initial conditions of our numerical calcula
tions. we assume that the hydrogen plasma in a
stationary state whose electron and ion temperatures
and electron density are Fe0, Fi0 and ne0 is brought
into interaction with a neutral hydrogen gas of high
density (fl| = «io) at / = 0, all the hydrogen atoms
being in the ground state at an initial atom-temper
ature of Fa0. We have made the calculations for
three initial temperature and density conditions
shown in Table 1. They are chosen in order to see
the difference in the cooling speed between the
main processes leading to the population inversion.
In case I. the initial neutral gas density /j10 is high,
while in the case II it is low. The case III represent a
plasma which has a large three-body recombination
rate.
Numerical results obtained from (1), (2) and (3)
are given as a function of time. The quasi-steady
state assumption is made for all levels / > /'*. The
level /* is determined so as to satisfy the following
two conditions: (a) i* ^ 5. and (b) the relaxation
time for n, with i ^ /* + 1 is less than one hundredth
of an apparent relaxation time for the electron
energy estimated from (3), that is,
1.5 ne Te/{—Re- Qe + 1.5 Fedne/d t) .
Table 1. Initial conditions.
Fo
'e0
1 10 eV 0.1 eV
0.1
II 10
0.1
III 10

"e0

Fa0

"10

1013cm-3
101-1
1014

0.1 eV
0.1
0.1

10l7cnr3
0.9 x 1014
1017

Integration of the equations was performed by
using the Runge-Kutta-Gill method. The time step
At was set to be one tenth of the relaxation time for
the population density of the level /'*. To see the
effect of At on the numerical results, we also made
the calculation in the case II by using At equal to
one hundredth of the relaxation time for the level
/*. and found that the two results agree, reasonably
well.
3. Numerical Results and Discussion
We describe population inversion between the
levels with principal quantum number 3 and 4 as a
representative case.
Figure 1 shows Fe. F, and Fa as functions of time
t, respectively, in the plasma which is interacting
with the neutral gas. The electron temperature in
the cases I and III rapidly decreases down to about
0.2 eV in 10~7s (Figure la). All the temperatures
are relaxed to 0. lOeV in the case I and 0.11 eV in
the case III. We will call these temperatures the
"relaxed temperatures". Since ne is higher by one
order of magnitude in the case III than in the case I,
the relaxed temperature becomes slightly higher.
On the other hand. Fe is decreased more slowly in
the case II (Fig. 1b), and the relaxed temperature is
0.40 eV. This is because /?I0 is significantly lower by
two orders of magnitude in the case II than in the
cases I and III. Detailed description of the elastic
and inelastic collisional effects on the variation of Fe
is given in Appendix B.
Figure 2 shows //,/w, (/'= 1. 2. 3 and 4) and ne
versus t where co, is the statistical weight of level /'.
In the easel (Fig. 2a) ne changes only slightly till
t ^ 10~5s, then decreases by more than one order of
magnitude in about 1 ms. The population densities
of the levels 3 and 4 make rapid increases and falls
till t * 2 x 10~7s, and. after then, again increase
slightly till t ^ 10"5s. Finally, the population in
version between the two levels appear after
/ ^ 2 x l 0 ~ 5s. In the case III (Fig. 2a), similar
behaviours are obtained. The corresponding plots
for the case II are shwon in Fig. 2 b. In order to
show the evolution of the population inversion
clearly, we plot the overpopulation density, An^ =
nJoH - »3/W3, for times / > /q in Fig. 2c.
Figure 3 shows h, = dn,/dt (/' = 1. 2. 3 and 4) and
ne = dnjdt versus t. The solid curves represent the
positive values of n, and iie. while the dotted curves
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represent the negative values of n, and rie. The times
during which he > 0 and he < 0 correspond to the
ionizing phase and the recombining phase of the
plasma, respectively. It is seen from Fig. 3 that QSS.
i.e.. hi ^ —rie. is finally established after 2.0 x 10~5 s
in the case I (Fig. 3a) and after 1.5 x 10~5 s in the
case II (Fig. 3 b). while in the case III. QSS is
realized most quickly at 1.0 x 10"6 s.
Cacciatore. Capitelli and Drawin [17] estimated
the time /q required for QSS to be established
under constant temperature conditions in a hydro
gen plasma, with the initial population densities in
Saha equilibrium. For example. /q = 2x1 0 -7 s at
Fe=1.4eV and ne = 1012cm-3. Our calculated tQ
under temporal variation of the temperature is
significantly longer than that by Cacciator, Capitelli
and Drawin. The temporal variation of the temper
ature becomes sufficiently small when QSS is
established, as shown in Figs. 1 and 3. In other
words, the high-temperature hydrogen plasma
which is interacting with the low-temperature, highdensity hydrogen gas becomes QSS when the
temperatures reach an equilibrium level. This
means that the QSS approximation is not valid
when the temporal variation of the temperature is
large.
As shown in Fig. 2, population inversion takes
place after QSS is established. The population
inversion is not produced in the transient recom
bining phase. This is explained as follows: The elec
trons in the plasma which is interacting with the
cold and dense neutral hydrogen gas are rapidly
cooled to nearly the equilibrium temperature. In the
early period ( / ^ 10-7 s) of the easel as example,
however, the plasma is in a transient ionizing phase,
since the population density of the ground state of
the hydrogen atom is large and the excitation and
ionization are induced by the electron impact
(see Figs. 1a ~ 3a). In this situation the population
inversion cannot be produced. The transient re
combining phase follows the ionizing phase (see
Figure 3a). The ion density n+, which is equal to /?e,
is only slightly increased from the initial value, and
M-------------------------------------------------------------Fig. 1. Electron, ion and atom temperature vs. time,
(a): the cases I and III. (b): The case II. "T (I)" means
temperature in the case I, etc. The arrows labeled rQ(I)
and fg'HI) show times of establishment of QSS in the
cases I and III. respectively. The corresponding time for
the case II is shown by the arrow marked /q (II) (see
Figs. 2 and 3).
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Fe is decreased only by about 0.1 eV in this phase
(see Figs. 1a ~ 3 a). This means that the three-body
recombination is hardly increased in the transient
recombining phase. Population inversion is not
expected, since the populating rate for the level 4
from the upper levels is not much increased.
If the high-temperature hydrogen plasma is
brought into contact with an other neutral gas in
stead of hydrogen gas, population inversion is
expected even in the transient recombining phase
because the population density of the ground state
of the hydrogen atoms is not increased at all in this
case.
At neQ—10 ~cm ~ (case I and II), population
inversion between levels 3 and 4 is produced
immediately after quasi-steady state is realized.
At nto= 1014cnT3 (case III), however, the popula
tion inversion is not produced till t —10~4s in the
quasi-steady state. These facts indicate that the
electron temperature and density of the plasma
must be in the region for the inversion shown in
[7-9] (for example, see Fig. 1 in [8]).
In the case I and III, the overpopulation density
AnAi = («4/w4- «3/&j3) is rather high while the
electron density is high, because the three-body
recombination rate is enlarged at the low relaxedtemperature. But large decrease in ne against time
significantly reduces An43 itself. In the case II, An43
keeps almost constant in quasi-steady state, but
small in magnitude, because the high relaxed-temperature keeps rie relatively small. For small n\
accompanying the high relaxed-temperature as in
the case II, the population inversion can be easily
produced because of the small self-absorption of the
Lyman series. But the overpopulation density is
small in magnitude (see Fig. 2), since the high
relaxed-temperature keeps ht relatively small.
When the initial temperature of the plasma is
high, the relaxed temperature, after the neutral gas
is introduced, is also high. In the present case, the
population inversion takes place in the QSS. Since
the three-body recombination process plays a
dominant role for the population inversion in the
<--------------------------------------------------------------Fig. 3. The rate of increase in the population density of
levels /(/'= 1, 2, 3, 4) and electron density. The solid and
dashed lines denote growing and decreasing rates,
respectively, (a): The case I. (b): The case II. "/" means
dn/dt. The arrows labeled rIR denote a time when the
ionizing phase in the earlier time changes to the re
combining one. The other arrows labeled tQ(I), etc. have
the same meaning as in Figs. 1 and 2.
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high density QSS plasma, the overpopulation
density becomes low when the relaxed temperature
is high. The detailed discussion has been already
given in [11]. When the initial electron density of
the plasm is high and the population inversion is
not immediately realized in QSS. the relaxed tem
perature is higher than the case produced im
mediately in QSS: the relaxed temperature in the
case III is higher (0. lleV ) than in the easel
(0.1 eV). Therefore, in this case the maximum value
of overpopulation density becomes low.
4. Conclusion
For the recombining hydrogen plasma which is
interacting with cool and dense neutral hydrogen
gas. we have obtained the following results:
1. Under our initial conditions, it takes a rather
long time for QSS to be established. In other words,
the population densities change rapidly in time
during the transient recombining phase. A QSS
approximation would yield large errors in the
population densities when applied to these initial
conditions.
2. The population inversion cannot be expected
in the transient recombining phase, but is realized
only in QSS and in the region for the electron
density and temperature shown in [7-9].
3. When the initial electron temperature of the
plasma is high, the overpopulation density becomes

low. since the relaxed temperature is rather high.
When the initial electron density is high and the
population inversion is not immediately produced
even in QSS. the maximum value of overpopulation
density cannot be high, since the relaxed temper
ature is also high in this case.
4. QSS cannot be realized while intense energyHows due to the collisional processes exist between
different kinds of the particles in the plasma.
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Appendix A
Besides the elastic collisional processes, ele
mentary reaction processes considered in the energy
equation are given in Eqs. (a) ~ (e) in § 2.
We make the following assumptions for the
transfer of energy between the various particles due
to the collisional and radiative processes:
1. In the excitation processes (a|) and (d^, the
kinetic energy of the excited atom does not change
before and after the reaction. The excitation energy

Table 2. Rate of increase of thermal energy for each elementary reaction process.
Reaction process
(a,)

H, + e

Ha. + e {k > j)

Hy + e

H+ + e + e

(a2)
(b,)
(b2)
(c)

H+ + e -» H, + It v

(d|)

H, + N -» Hk + N (k > j)

Qa
■ " e l l (F, - Ek) Cjk rij
j<k
"e X X (F/- Ek) Fkjnk
j<k
~ne X EjKjcfly
j
"e X EiKcj
j
"7 F: "e X Ajßj

"7 Fa«e X K,c "j
j
- j F Ag X K-cj
i
- T " eZ Ajßj

(d2)
(e,)
(e2)

H, + N-»H+ + e + N

j
'7 "l "i r i Z Kcj

- T r a»e Z Kjc ni
j
"J F fl"e Z
j
7 F "e X Ai A,
j
-»I X X (F/ —Ek) Cjkfly
i <k
m ( E j - E k)F°kjnj
j<k
- « iX
+
j
fl, I X (T F + Ej) K%
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is supplied by the electron in the process (a^, and
by the ground-state atom in the process (di).
2. In the ionization processes (bi) and (ei), the
kinetic energy of the excited atom is transferred to
that of the ion without any loss. The ionization
energy is supplied by the electron in the process
(b]), and by the ground state atom in the process
(ei). We neglect the kinetic energy of the released
electrons in both processes (bi) and (ei).
3. In the deexcitation processes (a2) and (d2) and
the recombination processes (b2) and (e2), all the
corresponding energy reactions are regarded as the
inverse reactions in the processes (a^, (di), (bi) and
(ei), respectively.
4. The excess energy released in the inelastic
radiative recombination process (c) is carried off by
the photon.
Table 2 shows the increase rates of the thermal
energy Q of the electrons, the ions and the atoms,
which are expressed by using the ionization energy
Ej from the level /', the population density rij and the
rate coefficient of each process.
By using the relation
dne d/7+
~dt~~~dt

y dwj
dt

X («e K,c + tl\ K%) Hj

nl X (neKCj + Ajßj + n \ Kcj),
we obtain the following energy equations:
1
(T.d- Fe) + ----(T i- Fe)
tp
20 k-1
2
+ — - X X (E j- Ek) (Cjk rij - Fkj nk)
3
k=2 7=1
20
- X ( E i + j T e) Kicnj
/=' 20
+ "eX ( E j + \ T e) Kc
J Fe

20
X (K%nj + n\ K°cj)
e 7=1

v*r

Ionization
Excitation-Deexcitation

10'

10

Recombination

10
V—El e-i
\
\

cn
L
0)£ 10'

u 10q

.1 . , .,1 ■■■!
■' "I ■' "I
10
10
10
t (sec)
Fig. 4. Electron energy transfer rate due to elastic and
inelastic collisions for the case I. The solid and dashed
lines denote the incoming and the outgoing energy fluxes
respectively. "El. e-a" means the transfer rate by electronatom elastic collisions.
10

10

nl i
10

dFa
= ----( F i- Fa) + -----(Fe- Fa)
dt
^ia
20 k—1
+lm
X X ( E j- E k)(C?k n j-F ijn k )
3 n.A- k=2 7=1
20
- X Ej(K% nj- K%n\)
n:
+ i ( F i - Fa)
20
X {nt Kcj + A jß j+ n xK%) . (A.3)
7=1

(A.1)

for ions
d T,
— - = — (Te- T i ) + — (Te Fj)
dt T,a
T/e
20 I
\
+ (T.d-T \) X I KjC+ Kjc— \ rij,
y=l \
nt!

•.s

and for atoms

• for electrons,
d Fe
dt

10 ft
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(A.2)

Fig. 5. Electron energy transfer rate due to inelastic colli
sions for the case I. The solid and dashed lines denote the
incoming and outgoing energy fluxes, respectively, "y -» k"
denotes the transition from jth level to the Arth level, and
"C" denotes continuum state, (a) the electron energy loss
rate for the excitation processes, (b) the electron energy
loss rate for the ionization processes, (c) the electron
energy gain rate for the deexcitation processes, (d) the
electron energy gain rate for the three-body recombination
processes.
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The first and second terms on the R.H.S. of the
above energy equations are the transfer rates of the
energy due to elastic collisions, the electron-ion
collision time (rej) is given in (5-21) of [18], the
electron-atom and ion-atom collision times (rea and
ria) are calculated, respectively, by using the result
of [19].
Appendix B
Figure 4 shows the electron energy transfer rates
due to elastic and inelastic collisions for the case I as
a typical case. In very early times (t < 10~9s), the
energy loss is mainly due to the ionization and the
excitation processes. After then, the elastic collision
process between the electrons and the atoms be
comes dominant. When the ionizing phase changes
to the recombining one (see Fig. 3), the energy gain
due to the three-body recombination process
becomes comparable to the energy loss by the
ionization process.
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Transfer rates for energy loss and gain between
various lev els including the continuum levels are
shown in Figure 5. In the higher electron temper
ature range, the energy loss by electronic excitation
collisions from the ground state to level 2 (see
Fig. 5a) and electron ionization collisions from the
ground state (see Fig. 5 b) are dominant. In the
nearly relaxed low electron temperature range, the
energy is mainly lost by electron-impact ionization
collisions from the higher levels (see Figure 5 b).
The energy transfer rates due to elastic collisions
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